
COMPARISON AND CONTRAST BETWEEN EARLY CHINA

These civilizations showed specific similarities and contrasting differences. Many of these differences and similarities
showed up in the three.

The first being religious differences. Culture How ancient China and Egypt developed similar structures
Although ancient Egypt and China never communicated with each other, they had many things in common. In
contrast, the ancient Chinese used cowrie shells and metal beads. They often used papyrus to write. The lid of
the sarcophagus of the royal writer Sa-Iset BC Differing luxurious goods Fireclay models in one of the first
display cases show that the structure of simple dwellings in China resembled the ones used in Egypt. In Egypt,
the gods were straightforward, with each god having personalities and physical forms. These two civilizations
have some strong similarities in many aspects, yet also having a lot of contrasts. The Chinese and the
Egyptians used pretty much the same type of instruments for washing, a set consisting of a vessel with a
handle, and a water bowl. However mythical Yu might be, the irrigation system is quite real. It's the protective
symbol of Horus, the god of light. The printing press has allowed for more ideas to be shared, more
widespread knowledge, and entertainment to be expressed. Social Organisation Similarities: Social classes and
order is extremely prevalent throughout both ancient China and modern China: the emperor is the ruling class
of ancient China and the communist party is the ruling class of modern China; soldiers and nobles are the
upper class of ancient China and doctors and lawyers are the upper class of modern China; followed by the
middle class artisans and peasants in ancient China and businessmen and workers in modern China. The
surprising similarities between ancient Egypt and China Literature for the dead Egypt and China are among
the oldest-known civilizations to have developed a script. Instead, the governments were an extension of tribal
leadership, with one ruler over all the peoples of each nation. Even China became destabilized when the
essential centralization was dissolved. Strong and harsh governing along with individual values lead their
civilization to flourish in many aspects even in their almost total isolation. Due to the fact India was a melting
pot for different cultures and religions, it adopted some of its invaders traditions. The piece is part of the
Berlin exhibition "China and Egypt. With these surrounding deserts, both civilizations required some sort of
lifeline in the form of a river. This combined with the huge Himalayan Mountains partially daunted outside
invaders from attacking China. The same can be said about the Chinese emperor, though to a lesser extent.
During the time when these two empires were born, humans had just found ways to domesticate crops through
agriculture, eliminating the need for every individual in a tribe to be a hunter or a gatherer.


